
C&AG responses to PAC Secretariat questions 

PAC Ref: NAMA 13 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 62 

The Comptroller and Auditor General’s office has not been consistent in the application and 
guidance it has provided in writing to the NAMA audit committee and board. In his end-2013 
management letter issued after an unqualified sign-off of the 2013 financial statements, the 
Comptroller and Auditor General acknowledged that NAMA’s strategy was evolving from 
individual asset-by-asset sales to a greater focus on bulk loan portfolio sales. In that context, 
both NAMA and Comptroller and Auditor General staff agreed in 2013 and 2014 that we could 
not have maintained the previous carrying value of the portfolio once the strategy changed from 
individual asset sales to a loan sale of full debtor connections. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

General comment: There is no inconsistency between the approach taken by the C&AG’s office in the 
management letter, and the special report. 

Was there agreement as outlined in 2013 and 2014? 

Yes, there was agreement between the Office and NAMA on the accounting implications of a change 
in NAMA’s asset disposal strategy. 

What was the form and content of any such agreement? 

Portfolio sales of non-performing loans usually yield lower disposal proceeds than asset-by-asset 
sales. The recommendation in the management letter was made because the carrying value of loan 
assets in NAMA’s financial statements needed to reflect NAMA’s strategy at the balance sheet date. 

In its response to the point made in the management letter, NAMA stated that “It is currently NAMA’s 
policy not to recognise a change in strategy from an asset sale to a loan sale in the cash flows until 
there is a high degree of certainty that such a loan sale will proceed.” NAMA, therefore, 
acknowledged that it would be appropriate to amend its cash flows in circumstances where there was 
a change in its disposal policy. 

In a note presented to the NAMA Audit Committee at the conclusion of the audit of the 2013 financial 
statements (PAC doc reference 167B), NAMA acknowledged that it expected that its existing asset 
workout strategy would yield a higher return than a portfolio sale of the loans of the NI debtors when it 
stated 

“NAMA has now agreed a portfolio loan sale of the NI debtors to Cerberus. This is anticipated 
to generate a loss of c£160m. The discount to carrying value reflects the impact of a sale of 
the entire portfolio of assets. This discount factor did not arise and would not have been 
considered as part of the [2013] year end impairment exercise as it was anticipated that the NI 
loans would be held for the longer term in line with existing debtor strategies. Therefore, NAMA 
is of the view that the conditions that generated the loss on disposal did not exist at the 
reporting date [31 December 2013]”. 
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Does evidence by the C&AG place this in a particular context? 

The management letter point was raised to ensure that if NAMA switched (for example) from a 
strategy of individual asset-by-asset sales to a portfolio sale (for part, or all, of its loan book), then the 
carrying value of the (related) loans in the financial statements should be amended to reflect the 
changed expectations about future cash flows. 

PAC ref NAMA 16 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 63 

[Adjustment of carrying value of the portfolio based on price indications received from potential 
bidders] would have been "very much in line with the Comptroller and Auditor General’s 2013 
management letter recommendation, although not apparently in line with the view adopted in 
this report. What this means in layman's terms is that if the best bid for Eagle had been £1.1 
billion and NAMA had therefore decided not to sell, the Comptroller and Auditor General's office 
would have insisted - rightly, in my view - based on the end-2013 management letter that 
NAMA write down the portfolio to £1.1 billion. NAMA could then have sold the portfolio later in 
2014, perhaps for £1.1 billion, and there would have been no talk of a probable loss to the 
taxpayer, merely because the accounting adjustment with a higher impairment would already 
have been made at that stage. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Does the C&AG accept NAMA's interpretation of his 2013 management letter recommendation 
and also how it should be applied in the scenario described in evidence? 

NAMA is not correctly representing in this comment how the recommendation should have been 
applied. If the Project Eagle portfolio sale had failed, then any change that NAMA might have been 
required to make to the carrying value of the loans would depend on what strategy it decided 
thereafter to pursue for the portfolio. Specifically 

• If NAMA reverted to an asset-by-asset workout for the portfolio (this was the other option), 
then no change would have been required to the cash flows pursuant to the failed portfolio 
sale. The normal asset-by-asset year-end impairment reviews would have taken place – 
these may or may not have resulted in additional impairment. 

• If (despite a failure to sell the Project Eagle portfolio) NAMA decided to exclusively pursue 
a loan portfolio sale, then further impairment of the carrying value might have been 
required. A review of the failed sales process would have been required, and NAMA 
would be expected to provide evidence (e.g. market based valuation of the loans from its 
loan sale advisor) to inform any estimate of the expected proceeds in an open loan sales 
process. 
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To what extent would the write-down to £1.1bn as in the example be predicated on being 
assured that the bid followed a sales process that was considered to be sufficiently 
competitive? 

The competitiveness of the loan sales process would be a very significant factor. 

PAC ref NAMA 18 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 63) 

It would be clearly absurd if NAMA’s commercial activity were to be driven by accounting 
valuations rather than by real world values. In effect, the practical consequence of the position 
now adopted by this report is that NAMA would never have sold the Eagle portfolio or any other 
similar loan portfolio if the market value failed to match NAMA's accounting value. It is worth 
bearing in mind that an accounting value is no more than a provisional estimate of value until 
confirmed or otherwise amended by evidence of market value, that is when it is sold. 

C&AG response: 

The C&AG’s report does not anywhere argue or imply that NAMA’s commercial activity should be 
driven by accounting values. 

The C&AG’s conclusion about the probable loss of £190 million is based on a comparison of the 
minimum price set for the Project Eagle portfolio with the net present value of the projected cash flows 
arising from NAMA’s existing strategy of working out the assets over a longer period. This is not (as 
referred to by NAMA) ‘an accounting value’, but is based on using a discount rate (5.5%) that NAMA 
approved for evaluating the viability of potential transactions or commercial decisions, and that it used 
in Table 9 of NAMA’s December 2013 paper for the Board evaluating Project Eagle. (The ‘accounting 
discount rate’ for the Project Eagle debtors used in Table 8 of the same paper averaged 4.8%.) 

In regard to ‘real world values’ , the workout value is based on cash flows that include projected 
disposal values of individual properties (including large properties e.g. shopping centers) at estimated 
market prices. NAMA has repeatedly pointed out that the cashflows included a significant proportion 
of 2013 property values. Furthermore, a meaningful market value depends on a well designed sales 
process, and is not simply the price at which something was sold. 

PAC ref NAMA 20 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 64 

Good practice requires that you judge performance by reference to some objective external 
benchmark. In that context, we note that the current Comptroller and Auditor General report on 
Project Eagle reviews the Eagle sales process by reference to later NAMA loan sales 
processes, not by reference to the numerous non-NAMA sales processes which took place in 
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Ireland and elsewhere in 2014. In effect, the Comptroller and Auditor General benchmarks 
NAMA against itself, not against the wider market ... Unfortunately the relevant comparisons, 
which would have placed the Eagle sales process in a proper market perspective, were not 
carried out. Why not? It would not have required a huge amount of effort. Are these not obvious 
comparators which one would expect to find in any major review, like that of Project Eagle, 
which purports to be authoritative? 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Does C&AG accept or reject this criticism of the approach adopted (viz. the failure to use 
objective external benchmarks)? 

NAMA’s sales process for Project Eagle was measured against NAMA’s own stated policy, its process 
for disposal of the contemporaneous Project Tower and later Project Arrow, and market standards as 
identified by other loan sale advice NAMA received. The Lazard representative confirmed that the 
‘bespoke’ Project Eagle process differed markedly from standard market practice. 

The C&AG does not have access to review the records or internal processes adopted by other sellers 
of loans operating in the market (including the receivers of IBRC). While some of the features of other 
sales would be evident from a review of information in the public domain, key processes such as pre-
sale valuation of loans/collateral, marketing strategy advice and selection criteria for shortlisting of 
bidders would not be readily apparent. 

PAC ref NAMA 21 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 65 

A report which is prepared to make such a resounding and serious comment must be properly 
supported by convincing, formidable and sufficient evidence - evidence that is based on 
accepted market valuation methodology, evidence that would be accepted by market experts 
and evidence based on market comparators. Unfortunately, the evidence produced in this 
report falls well short on all of these counts. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Does C&AG accept or reject the proposition that the report should pass muster with e.g. 
market experts? 

The context of this statement is the conclusion stemming from a comparison of the value of the 
workout option and the loan portfolio sale option. The report does not disagree with the market expert 
evidence presented by NAMA (e.g. in relation to the discount rate that might be used by a purchaser 
of non-performing loans). None of the ‘expert’ evidence presented by NAMA comments specifically 
on the reliability of the NAMA cash flows, or the relevance of the 5.5% rate used by NAMA in 
discounting its cash flows (as evident in the December 2013 paper to the Board). 

A principle worth noting also in this context is that the obligation is on NAMA to present relevant 
evidence that its evaluation methodology and sales process were appropriate and likely to ensure 
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disposal of assets on the best terms reasonably achievable. The C&AG’s role is to examine and 
assess the evidence presented/relied upon by NAMA, not to independently provide confirmatory or 
contradictory evidence. 

PAC ref NAMA 22 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 65 

... the National Audit Office .... used semi-structured interviews. The Comptroller and Auditor 
General did not do this with any of the equivalent bodies in respect of Project Eagle. Why not, if 
it had consulted the National Audit Office? 

C&AG response: 

The National Audit Office (NAO) assisted with a review of the draft report on the examination of the 
Project Eagle sale. They were not asked to give advice on the methodology we used. 

Semi-structured interviewing is a methodology that is most useful when it is intended to interview 
many agents about the same matters. In the case of the UK Northern Rock mortgages sale, there 
were more agencies involved e.g. HM Treasury, UK Financial Investments (UKFI), UK Asset 
Resolution (UKAR), (all on the Government/sales side), Credit Suisse and Moellis (‘full scope’ 
advisors to UKFI and UKAR respectively), KPMG, who did due diligence on the bidders, and the 
Financial Conduct Authority. By comparison, there were just two Government bodies (NAMA and 
Department of Finance) with an involvement/relevance to the Project Eagle sale, and one set of 
advisors (Lazard) with a significantly more restricted role that would be normal for a loan sale advisor. 
It was a matter for NAMA as to the extent to which it wanted to share the examination findings with 
Lazard, or to engage them in the examination process. 

The NAO does not carry out the audit of UKAR (the seller of the assets). In comparison, the Office of 
the C&AG is the auditor of NAMA, and all the team members had significant experience on the NAMA 
audit and deep familiarity with NAMA processes, so we were able to proceed directly to the records 
and analysis required. 

Finally, the Project Eagle examination was carried out against a background of significant allegations 
against some potential bidders and some bidders’ advisors. Furthermore, because the potential 
bidders (including those refused entry) were not formally shortlisted, it would have been difficult to 
identify which firms among them could give relevant evidence as to the operation of the process. The 
NAO was better placed to interview the round 2 shortlisted bidders for the Northern Rock sale. 

PAC ref CAG 19 

McCarthy, Seamus, Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, page 9 

In addition to the input we receive through audited bodies’ comments on reports, we undertake 
quality assurance processes for examinations, as required. For this report, we applied more 
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than the usual testing and challenge because of NAMA’s strong objections to the findings. ... 
[The two additional processes described in evidence] were a process of assurance for me. 
Ultimately, as the Comptroller and Auditor General, I must draw the conclusions and make the 
report. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

How frequently would one or the other of the additional review processes be undertaken in 
relation to a draft report? 

All reports are subject to a quality assurance process. This is usually an internal process only, 
involving staff who are independent of the examination. 

How frequently would a draft report be subject to two separate reviews? 

We might occasionally engage one external reviewer. We have not previously found it necessary to 
have two external reviews. 

Were requests for review to other persons or bodies made and declined? 

No. 

PAC ref NAMA 04 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 60 

The Comptroller and Auditor General position holds that there should have been no divergence 
between the end-2013 proxy accounting value of the portfolio of £1.465 billion, based on a 
5.5% discount rate, and a market value of approximately £1.3 billion, based on a 10% discount 
rate, and that, therefore, NAMA should not have accepted anything less than its accounting 
value. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Can the C&AG comment on this summary by NAMA of his position? 

This summary by NAMA does not represent the C&AG’s position. 

PAC ref NAMA 08 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 61 

The only evidence offered in the report to support the use of a 5.5% discount rate is a NAMA 
board decision of June 2013. However, for some reason, the report ignores important caveats 
which were applied by the board in the case of its approved discount rate methodology and 
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which were clearly set out in the paper on which that decision was based. The board decision 
of June 2013 noted that a 5.5% rate should not be used as an overarching discount rate to 
evaluate all potential transactions and that flexibility should be maintained. In particular, the 
board approved the position that "care should be taken to ensure that both (a) alternative NPV 
scenarios are generated using alternative discount rates and (b) that qualitative information 
would be considered as part of the decision-making process. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Does the Comptroller and Auditor General accept NAMA's view that limited evidence was 
presented (by him) to support the use of a 5.5% discount rate? 

No. 

When NAMA’s December 2013 paper for the Board was reviewed, we noted that Table 8 — the 
projected carrying value of the Project Eagle loans at end 2013 — was based on a 4.8% (average) 
discount rate reflecting the respective EIRs of the loans, while Table 9 — projected cash flows for the 
same loans — was discounted at 5.5% (and 2.5%). We asked NAMA the reason for using 5.5% 
instead of the average EIR-related rate, and they presented the June 2013 Board paper to support 
the appropriateness of the rate. 

The June 2013 paper points out that there are two considerations in arriving at the appropriate 
discount rate: the cost of funds and a risk premium. In relation to the latter, it states: 

... the risk premium involves considerable judgement. It should reflect the risks of the particular 
transaction or event (as viewed by the general market). Care must always be taken to avoid a 
situation where the underlying cash flows have been ‘risk adjusted’ at source and then have a 
risk premium attached to them (i.e. which would represent essentially a double counting of the 
risk). This could potentially lead to an overly conservative (i.e. low) NPV assessment of future 
cash flows, especially if such cash flows are based on current distressed market prices that 
might reasonably be expected to improve in the future. Such an analysis might point to selling 
assets too early. 

... [NAMA’s low cost of funds] implies that the risk premium embedded in the 5.5% rate is in 
excess of 4% and it would be reasonable to ask whether such a premium was not excessive for 
application in all circumstances ... 

... use of a 5.5% discount rate does not appear unreasonable over NAMA’s projected lifespan 
to 2020, based on its existing [June 2013] portfolio 

In line with the advice in the Board paper that “flexibility be maintained ... [and that] alternative NPV 
scenarios are generated using alternative discount rates”, NAMA used discount rates of 5.5% and 

2.5% in the discounted cash flow analysis in the paper presented to the Board in December 2013. 
The appropriateness of using a higher discount rate is not mentioned in any of the contemporaneous 
documents. 

NAMA’s argument that a 10% rate would be appropriate to use for discounting the projected cash 

flows to arrive at a NPV of the loan workout was only raised with this Office on 10 June 2016, in 
response to the third (and penultimate) draft of the report. In this regard, statements made to the 
Committee by the NAMA witnesses on 24 November 2016 in relation to (unrecorded) Board 
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discussion of the appropriateness of a 10% discount rate should be reviewed when the transcript 
becomes available. 

The advice to the Board that when evaluating potential transactions “qualitative factors would be 
considered as part of the decision-making process” appears to relate to the commercial and strategic 

considerations of a proposed transaction, on which the report makes no comment. 

Does the Comptroller and Auditor General accept the implication that the report used evidence 
selectively? 

No. All the evidence available was considered carefully. The arguments for use of the 5.5% rate 
were NAMA’s, and the rate was used in the December 2013 paper in a manner consistent with the 
C&AG report’s interpretation of that paper. 

The relevant part of the June 2013 Board paper was reproduced in the report (Figure 3.4, pages 42 
and 43) with a minor redaction in relation to the affairs of a commercial bank. 

A separate section of the same Board paper — not reproduced in the report, because it wasn’t 
relevant to Project Eagle — related to the discount rate which NAMA expected it would have to apply 
in acquiring further loans from the IBRC liquidator in late 2013/early 2014. This was a rate less than 
5.5%. (In the end, that acquisition did not occur.) 

PAC ref NAMA 11 

McDonagh, Brendan (NAMA), Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, 
page 62 

Project Tower, a better quality portfolio than Project Eagle and to which it has been compared 
in the report, was launched to market at the same time in quarter 1 of 2014. UBS, our loan sale 
adviser for Project Tower, advised that a 10% discount rate was appropriate. In Project Arrow, 
a portfolio with similar characteristics to Eagle, Cushman and Wakefield, our adviser, advised 
us in mid-2015 that a 15% discount rate was appropriate. This demonstrates that NAMA’s 
position on discount rates reflects the market reality of loan sale pricing. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Does the C&AG accept that the examples cited by NAMA "demonstrate that NAMA’s position 
on discount rates reflects the market reality of loan sale pricing"? 

The C&AG has not disputed that potential purchasers of portfolios of distressed loans apply a 
discount rate that reflects their high cost of funding (relative to NAMA’s cost of funds) and the high 
returns they target. 

Is there a different point at issue? 

Yes. As noted above (NAMA 21), the discount rate that a purchaser applies to expected cash flows 

when valuing a portfolio of distressed loans may be different to the rate that would be used by a seller 
(in this case, NAMA) to estimate the workout value of the loans. For a sale of distressed loans 
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between two private sector bodies, the difference may not be significant (depending on their 
respective circumstances), but the difference in cost of funds for a public body and a private sector 
body may be considerable, and may be reflected in the discount rates they apply. 

PAC ref CAG 11 

McCarthy, Seamus, Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, page 7 

In the paper to the board in December 2013, NAMA pointed out that, in formulating a bid, the 
purchaser of a portfolio of non-performing loans would expect to discount the current market 
value of the underlying property collateral assets by at least 10%. NAMA did not have a current 
valuation of the property assets to which to apply this discount. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

The point being made may need to be clarified or developed. The implication appears to be 
that a 10% discount is relevant only relative to the current valuation and applies to non-
performing loans only. Can the point be developed? Need clarification on how the sales price 
can be best calculated (a) where there are relevant and recent valuations; and (b) where there 
are few or no recent valuations. 

A distinction needs to be drawn between 

• a discount — a percentage (or an amount) deducted from the price of an asset (or of a 
good or service) and 

• a discount rate — which is used to reduce future cash values to their equivalent in 

present day terms. 

In practice, a potential purchaser of a portfolio of loans (performing or non-performing) will typically 
compile projected cash flows that reflect how they (the purchaser) plan to work out the loans over a 
number of year, using the information provided by the loan seller for due diligence purposes 
(supplemented by any information the potential purchaser may compile independently). The 
purchaser then discounts the cash flows, using what it considers to be an appropriate discount rate, to 
arrive at the price it is willing to offer for the loans. 

Valuations of the property assets are fed into the projected cash flows, reflecting the planned asset 
holding period, expected rent yield, rate of appreciation of asset values, etc. Current valuations are 
considered more reliable and more certain than older valuations — if long out-of-date valuations have 
to be used, then historical movements in market prices, and deterioration in physical condition of the 
asset also have to be factored in to the cash flow. This increases uncertainty. 

When a potential purchaser arrives at a bid price for a portfolio (using the discounted cash flow 
method), it can be expressed as a percentage of the current market value of the underlying property 
collateral. For example, if a portfolio of loans is backed by property assets valued currently at €100 
million, and a potential purchaser is prepared to pay €90 million for the loans based on their planned 
work out, then they are in effect seeking a discount of 10% on the value of the assets. Talking 
about the ‘discount on the asset value being sought’ is a shorthand way of referring to the outcome of 
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the projected cash flow analysis. It does not mean necessarily that a 10% discount rate was used in 
that analysis. 

Steeper discounts on asset value would typically be sought in a portfolio sale of non-performing loans 
(like most of the NI debtor loans) than for performing loans (e.g. a portfolio of up to date mortgage 
loans). A key driver in this is the likelihood of the debtors ‘cooperating’ with the loan purchaser’s 
plans for working out the loans. 

PAC ref CAG report para 3.76 (page 50) 

The cash flows presented to the Board indicated that NAMA forecast net receipts totalling 
£1.68 billion over the period 2014 to 2020, if it worked out the loans as planned. Taking account 
of the time value of money by discounting at NAMA’s standard discount rate of 5.5%, the value 
that could be achieved by working out the loans was estimated by the examination team at 
£1.49 billion in NPV terms. The paper presented to the Board stated that the NPV of the 
forecast cash flows, after adjustment for additional impairment, was £1.38 billion. The 
difference of £108 million in the estimates of workout value is due to NAMA’s adjustment of the 
projected 2017 disposal proceeds, which reduced the NPV by £69 million, and NAMA’s 
treatment of all receipts as end year receipts, which reduces the NPV by £39 million 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Was it NAMA’s consistent practice to treat all receipts as end year receipts? 

No. 	NAMA’s standard practice for cash flow/impairment purposes is to treat projected receipts as 
arising evenly throughout the year. This is intended to reflect NAMA’s business, where rent accrues 
evenly throughout the year; and disposals generally arise reasonably evenly. For example, in 2013 
around 44% of cash was generated in the first half of the year and 56% in the second half. In 2014, 
over 60% was received in the first half and less than 40% in the second half. 

Or was the treatment of receipts in the board paper in any way unusual or exceptional? If so, 
was this brought to attention and was the rationale explained at the time? 

Yes. It was exceptional, and also inconsistent. The analysis in Table 8 of the December 2013 paper 
for the Board was based on ‘mid-year discounting’, but the analysis in Table 9 used ‘end-year 
discounting’. This difference is not brought to the attention of readers of the paper, and cannot be 
identified from the paper without re-performing the analysis. 

PAC ref CAG 35 

McCarthy, Seamus, Meeting of the Committee of Public Accounts, 29 September 2016, page (not 
specified) 

(In relation to the extract from European Real Estate Loan Sales Market, February 2014 at 
page 70 of the Comptroller and Auditor General's report) The reason I included that was to give 
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a flavour of what neutral observers felt was the situation at the time when the Project Eagle 
sale was proceeding. 

C&AG response (questions posed by PAC Secretariat in bold): 

Are other neutral sources in relation to market trend or sentiment at the time available? 

The commentary in the report is from Cushman and Wakefield’s Corporate Finance team. Co-Star 

Finance (www.costarfinance.com) also provide commentary on the loan sale market. Its reports often 

refer to material produced by Cushman and Wakefield. 

Individual loan sale advisors would provide more focused/customised market and trend analysis for 
potential sellers (or purchasers) of loan portfolios. 

30 November 2016 
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